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You Will Need... A Dark Night. 
A Trusty Shovel. 
A Wheel Barrow

Sharp Scissors. 
Lots of Paperclips. 
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Step One - The Perfect Setting.
You will need a dark night, pref-
ferably with a full moon as;

1. Its scarier

2. You will not attract unwanted 
attention wirh bright electric 
lights.
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You will need a dark night, 
preferably with a full moon as;

1. Its scarier

2. You will not attract unwanted at-
tention with bright electric lights.



Step Two - Step Two - Your Equipment 
You will need to take you 
Shovel and your wheelbarrow 
to the burial site.



Step Three - Dig Deep

Use your trusty shovel to dig up 
the desired body.
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Step Four - Wheel it Home
Use your wheelbarrow to wheel 

your body home.
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Step Five - The Kitchen Table

Place the body on  a sterdy surface. your 
dining table woild be fine.
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Step Six - Keep to the Lines.
Use Your Sharp Scissors to cut a whole to 
access the heart.
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Use Your Sharp Scissors to 
cut a whole to access the heart.

Sharp SciSSorS are 
dangerouS. children, 

Should be SuperviSed at 
all timeS.



Step Severn - Paperclip Chain

Make a long chain using the 
paperclips, attatch one end 
to the heart and the other 
end to your free lightning 
conductor.
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Step Eight - The Storm

You then have to wait for an electric storm, when a strobe of light-
ning will hit the conductor. The electric charge will travel down 

the paperclip chain  to the heart, shocking it into action.
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Step Nine - Staying Alive.
Check if your body  is breathing and 
has a pulse. The Shock should  have 

bought it back to life. 
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Other Useful Hints and Tips.Other Useful Hints and Tips.

Cryonics - The Freezing of your body after death. 
For this procedure your body with be stored in a tin filled with liquid 
nitrogen. People do this in hope that they will be able to be bought back 
to life with new technology in the future. However you do have to join 
the cryonics facility and pay a hefty annual fee of $400.

You could also join imminst.com whose mission it is “to conquer the 
blight of involuntary death”

Its also said that the ashes of a phoenix hold the power to bring someone 
back to life.






